Exclusive Hilltop Wedding Venue near Malaga
Prepare to be dumbfounded by the welcoming ambiance, impressive interiors and exceptional hilltop
setting of the El Carligto estate; this very special private wedding venue near Malaga will blaze the senses and set all your wedding day dreams alight.
The Venue The ten acre El Carligto estate comprises a duo of luxury villas providing lovebirds with a
beautiful blank canvas upon which to create the intimate wedding of their dreams. Cortijo El Carligto Private Andalucian Hideaway, exudes all the beauty, romance and authenticity of a traditional Spansih
farmhouse along with its Bohemian-chic companion property The Hunting Lodge, and together they
offer unrivalled luxury courtesy of the stylish eye of the discerning owners. There is ample space for up
to 40-50 people within the grounds, making this wedding venue in Andalucia a stylishly intimate place
to celebrate your nuptials. Up to fifty guests can be formally seated for a wedding breakfast or catered
event, whilst for more informal receptions up to 100 guests can enjoy idling about the heart stirring
estate with a glass of fizz and canapés or tapas. By also hiring a neighbouring property, only a few
minutes walk from the Carligto Estate, it’s possible to host up to 65 guests for a formal, seated lunch or
dinner (see alternative accommodation below).
The Accommodation For smaller parties couples can choose to exclusively hire just one of the properties (sleeping 6-8 guests), but with both Cortijo El Carligto and sister property the Hunting Lodge
rented in conjunction with one another, the ten-acre estate provides an exclusive retreat with accommodation sleeping up to fourteen of your nearest and dearest. The Hunting Lodge has three double
en-suite bedrooms as well as a guest bathroom, and promises an unsurpassable level of service and
luxurious comfort. Cortijo El Carligto boasts four double bedrooms; two of the double bedrooms are en
suite, and the master bedroom is connected to the en suite through a short arched corridor and offers a
unique hammam style bath, balcony terrace and outdoor shower to invigorate. There is also a separate
family bathroom.
Alternative Accommodation The owners also manage various other properties in the locale, providing
lodging for a total of 50 or more people. One property of particular interest is just a few minutes walk
from the Carligto Estate and can be rented together to increase capacity for a formal setting for up
to 65 people. The views from this property are incomparable and only increase the appeal of a hilltop
wedding in this spectacular locale.
The Reception Maybe you’ll opt for twinkling fairy lights in the olive trees and rainbow-hued ribbons
being gently blown by warm Mediterranean breezes, or perhaps a traditional Spanish wedding with
flamboyant feasting and Flamenco guitars to accompany. Perhaps an intimate sunset supper with close
family and friends with fine wines, Michelin-quality in-house dining and a personal chef to create your
perfect menu is more your style? Whatever your heart’s desire can be realised here at the El Carligto
Estate.

The Finer Details Your discreet yet bidding hosts are on hand to advise on everything from airport
transfers, taxis, in-house catering, hair stylists, live Flamenco performances, professional photographers, DJs, a ceremony celebrant, wedding planner and so much more…your perfectly bespoke wedding day in Spain is limited by your imagination alone!
The Practicalities Extra tables and chairs may need to be hired in (at extra cost), depending on your
personal requirements. Fireworks are not permitted and all outdoor music is to end at midnight.
The Pricing There is a minimum of a week-stay during peak times; with three-night weekends available in low season. In addition to the standard rental charges, there is a venue hire fee of €1500 for
such events and includes pre-arrival concierge and assistance on the day. Catering and extras are in
addition to prices quoted. Please do get in touch to discuss your requirements and let us help to craft
your bespoke dream sunshine wedding in Spain.
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